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It is a great pleasure to be with you here today, in Sao

Paulo.

The Brazilian colleagues here, and those of you who work

in Brazil, will already be familiar with the environment

and development challenges faced by this great country,

which is.so rich in human resources, and natural resources.

Those of us who come from other continents, but who have

just visited Cubatao, Serra do Mar and Piracicaba, already

have a first-hand .idea of the size of the problems, and

the effort that is going into their solution.

We will learn more in the course of this seminar about

some of the pressing environmental issues of Latin America.

Our perspective is that of sustainable development.

Brazil's population, now some 137 million people, is

likely to grow to 281 million before the growth levels

out. Brazil is a rich country in terms of natural

resources and choosing environmentally sound paths to

development constitutes a major challenge.



Brazil can hardly afford not to develop its natural

resources. In the Amazon basin, for example, there are

enormous hydropower and mineral resources to be exploited.

Yet at the same time, Amazonia contains the biggest area

of tropical moist forest in the world. Its ecological

riches, its potential wealth as a pooi of genetic

resources, and its climatic role, are most wholly

unexplored. Three-fifths of the Amazonian forest are part

of the sovereign state of Brazil, but its future is also

of global concern.

What little evidence there is suggests that the size of

the Amazon rain forest may be halved by the year 2000.

This, it seems, may affect the climate of the whole Amazon

basin, and the surrounding areas, which will become much

drier.

Is this a problem only for Brazil? I do not think so. We

live in an intricate and inter-dependent world, where the

clearing of tropical forest for timber, or for

cattle-raising, has global repercussions.

These repercussions are complex and hard to document. But

we know, from the day to day reports of the media you

write for, that they are real.

A first problem in the South and East of the Amazon basin

is : how to set up a rational process of sustainable

development, rather than an unintentional process of

desertification, which would lead to poverty and conflict.

A second, and tougher problem is : What is the

responsibility of the world community to foot the bill for

the costs of environmental action? Not only in the sense

of the costs conservation and protection, but in the much

wider sense of international relations on a just and equal

basis.
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Another example of our agenda is that of the "mega-cities"

of Latin America. Sao Paulo, by the year 2000, may be a

megalopolis of 26 million people, and Rio a city of 19

million. Already, the major cities of the so-called

IsThird World" are surrounded by slums and shanty-towns.

f they continue to grow, where is their drinking water

Lupply to come from, or the housing for the poor, the

transport, the schools and health services?

These are not "environmental" questions in a narrow

sense. In any large, modern democratic society they are

key political issues: of resource management, of social

equity, and of the distribution of the proceeds of

investment in industrial or agricultural development.

I know there is a lively debate on these issues in

brazil. In the next few days we will be able to see the

thinking and management which are being used to tackle

them by those responsible for the Brazilian environment.

I am giving Brazilian examples, because we are here as

;uests.in Sao Paulo. But as Chairman of an independent

international Commission, I shall return to the global

ispects of environment and development problems.

A3.rnost all environment problems are interlinked, complex

processes which cannot be tackled only at a national level.

One hundred years ago, my native country, Norway, had a

farming and fishing economy, of isolated and scattered

communities. We have since industrialized, and discovered

vast reserves of that precious energy resource,

petroleum. We start to worry about our unemployment rate

when it exceeds 1-2 percent.



And yet, our forests and lakes and soils are being

destroyed by acid pollution. At least 63 percent, and

maybe as much as 92 percent, of the sulphur emissions

which are acidifying our land, killing our trees and

poisoning our lakes, come from other countries in Europe:

from Britain, Germany, from Poland and elsewhere.

Norway cannot act by itself to stop acid pollution. It

can do so only in agreement with other countries, by

recognizing an international problem, and seeking an

international solution. I wonder whether the same is not

true for Brazil, where trees in the forest reserve of

Serra do Mar are dying from the acid pollution of imported

industrial technologies in Cubatao.

For a full understanding of the threat to tropical rain

forests, or the urban problems of the Third World, we

cannot ignore international economic relations.

Forests are being cut down, for example, to earn the

export revenues from tropical timber in order to service

foreign debt. And when the prices of major export

commodities in the world market are depressed, there is

pressure to turn yet more land to cash crops, reducing

forest cover, food production and food security.

There is no doubt that international economic relations

work in favour of the rich countries, and at the expense

of poorer countries. Worse still, the international

monetary system ensures that the burden of "adjustment",

in order to keep an international credit-rating, falls on

the poor. Cuts in public spending, and increases in the

prices of basic necessities, hit hardest the rural poor

and the shanty-town dwellers.
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These external pressures on the development of the Third World

countries cannot be denied. They also have a far-reaching

effect on the environment: not least because of more "slash and

burn" destruction of forests by hungry farmers, and a bigger

influx to the cities, of people who can no longer survive in an

impoverished rural environment.

The debt burden is increasing and the poor countries find

it very difficult to obtain credits. It is clear that if
*

more resources go into debt servicing, or if the terms of

trade deteriorate, or if development aid is cut or comes

with more strings, there are less resources available for

development.

And then everyone is poorer, there is less to invest, and

the investors cut corners at the expense of the

environment. Quick returns become the order of the day,

regardless of the longer-term needs of sustainable

development for planet earth and its people.

Sustainable development calls for extra investment,

considerable political will, and broadly-based support.

These conditions become that much harder at a time of

global economic crisis, austerity plans and a general

drift away from international co-operation. Better

North-South relations, and a more equitable international

economic order, are essential if we are to build a future

for our children which is more prosperous, more just and

more secure. In an age of weapons of mass destruction

security can no longer be achieved at the expense of

adversaries. Nations have to cooperate in order build a

common security.

Let me finish this introduction by talking briefly about

the Commission and its work. The Commission was set-up in

1984, as an independent body, to look at critical

environment and development problems, and propose better

ways for the world community to tackle them.
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We are still at a stage of fact-finding and discussion,

which we are making as open as possible. I think it is

the first time a Commission of this kind has held public

hearings, for individual experts and non-governmental

organizations to be able to voice their concerns. We have

already held such hearings in Indonesia and in Norway, and

will look forward to the sessions in Sac Paulo and

Brasilia in the next few days.

During this and further meetings we shall prepare our

report, which we expect to release early in 1987.

The Commission has members from 22 countries, and of

course there are sometimes differences of view. We are

still talking, and do not yet have firm conclusions, as a

Commission. But many of us do have strong views on a

number of the issues we are examining, and I and my

colleagues will be glad to share them with you in the next

few days.

Let me conclude by saying how important I believe your own

role is, as journalists.

The Commission itself, especially in this fact-finding

stage, may not be the most newsworthy. But we are

developing a report which must be a clear and credible

"message" for the world community, and we will need your

professional help in broadcasting that message, as widely

as possible.

Sound environment and development policies will only be

given the priority it deserves by governments, by

businesses and by the world community if they are put

much, much higher on the political agenda.

We all know the media have a key role in this: both by

informing, so that the issues can be discussed by an

informed public: and because of the role journalists play

as leaders of opinion.



So, as we start our seminar, I should like to say: I and

my colleagues are here to be briefed, not just to brief:

to listen, not just to talk: and to learn from you,

especially, the best ways of communicating our concerns to

the widest possible public.

With which, let me thank you all for coming: let me thank

our Brazilian hosts for their very open and hospitable

welcome: and let us start our discussion.
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DEBT, DEVELOPMENT AND ENVIRONMENT

A. Latin America is undergoing its worse socioeconomic crisis since

the Great Depression; behind the debt crisis there looms a profound

development crisis of a structural and long-term nature

Despite a weak recovery of the Latin American economies in 198k

the bleak prospects for 1985 confirm that the region is still immersed

in its worst economic crisis since 1930. GDP per capita in Latin America

in 198k was nearly 9% lower than in 1980, and similar to that attained

in 1976. The 1980s promise to become the lost decade in recent Latin

American economic history.

The downward trend of the per capita gross domestic product over

the years 1981_1981+ attained dramatic proportions in a large number of

countries (see Table 1). Thus, during the period in question the per

capita product fell by about 25% in Bolivia and almost 22% in El Salvador;

it suffered a reduction of approximately 16% in Uruguay, Venezuela and

Guatemala; it went down by between 13% and Ik% in Peru and Costa Rica;

it decreased by 12% in Argentina, Haiti and Honduras; and it fell by

ii% in Chile and 9% in Brazil.

The impact of the present crisis on Latin America has been

compared, in its depth and extension, 'with the Great Depression of

1929-32. There is, however, a fundamental difference. Whereas that

depression affected primitive and rural societies, this one is taking

place in relatively modern, urban societies, characterized by a dense

concentration of population and economic and socio-political activity

in the metropolis. One of its most overwhelming indicators is the

magnitude of open urban unemployment which, it may be recalled, include

some of the largest urban concentrations in the world. ks Table 2

shows, urban unemployment increased sharply between 1979 and 1984 in

all countries for which data is available. With the exception of

Brazil and Mexico, where the increase has been relatively modest, the

rate of urban unemployment has doubled in Argentina, Bolivia, Uruguay

and Venezuela, and has grown considerably in Colombia, Costa Rica, Chile,
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Paraguay and Peru. These figures may not look too impressive in view

of the large unemployment prevalent in most European economies. But

there are at least three fundamental aggravating factors. The first

is that the Latin American poor do not have accumulated assets of

durable goods to speak of. Secondly there is little or no social

security and unemployment benefits to compensate for unemployment.

Third, this increase in unemployment is over and above massive rates

of urban and rural underemployment.

Another phenomenon which hits the urban population particularly

hard, especially the unemployed workers and the marginalized sectors,

is inflation. The rate of inflation gathered enormous speed in

Argentina and, above all, in Bolivia, and continued to be very high

in Brazil and Peru. The rate ot increase of prices also accelerated

sharply, although starting from very different levels, in Uruguay,

Nicaragua, Jamaica, Paraguay, Costa Rica, Venezuela and the Dominican

Republic. In contrast, inflation declined in Mexico, although it was

still high both in historical and in internationally comparative terms;

it dropped sharply in Ecuador; it remained relatively constant in

Chile and Colombia, and was very low in. El Salvador, Haiti, Honduras,

Barbados and Panama. (See Table 3).

As a result of all this, serious declines in the real value of

wages have been registered which are, in many countries, lower now than

the levels achieved a decade and a half ago. There has also been a

deterioration -and in some cases this is abysmal-, in nutrition,

health and housing conditions, as a consequence both of the phenomena

discussed above and, in addition, due to drastic cuts in basic investment

and social expenditure. The acute tensions and social and political

conflicts characteristic of the Latin American scene in recent years

should therefore come as no surprise.

Despite the enormous costs, in economic, social and political

terms, which the crisis is provoking in almost all Latia American nations,

many bureaucrats, businessmen, scholars and politicians in various parts

of Latin America do not yet seem to have fully grasped the dramatic

implications of the present situation. It would appear, in fact, that a

sort of mental inertia persists, supported by the inherently over

optimistic official and financial press, which is still riding the crest
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of the exceptional period of economic growth of the 1950s and 60s and

the financial boom of the 70s.

The development and external debt policies pursued in previous

decades aggravated in our countries their traditional conditions of

extreme dependence and vulnerability, in the face of an increasingly

stagnant and unstable international economic system. In these

conditions, the international economic crisis led to highly restrictive

policies as a response to recession1 policies intended to balance external

accounts and keep the economies open. Far from alleviating the crisis

in development, these policies further exacerbated it.

These policies took the form of sharp monetary and financial

restrictions and decreased public expenditure, which led to a fall in

income and expenditure in the private sector. The contraction in

expenditure was most marked in investment, which is more flexible and

variable, particularly in the construction sector. This led -as has

been remarked- to a large increase in unemployment, underemployment

and marginalization, and a fall in real wages and incomes, especially

among the low-paid. It resulted in the suspension of payments for

public services (water, sewage, refuse collection, electricity, fuel,

telephone, etc.) as well as arrears in rental payments and the servicing

of housing debts. Equally, there is a considerable lag in the payment

of both state and local taxes and rates.

All of this enlarges the fiscal deficit, which in turn leads

to a reduction in public expenditure, especially in investment and

social services, which are easier to cut than current expenses

-principally the salaries of public employees.

We are in the presence of a real recessionary vicious circle,

mainly urban in its manifestations, concentrated above all in the

metropolitan areas, which are those requiring the greatest levels of

financial resources in order to function.

The combination of external factors referred to above and the

drastic internal adjustment, which was basically translated into a

substantial drop in imports, has led in recent years to a shift from

the enormous influx of foreign finance which characterized the last

five years of the previous decade to a position where Latin America
Iexport or transfers large sums of net resources to the developed
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world; these transfers reached around 80 billion dollars between 1982

and 198k, which represents approximately 25% of total exports in the

region during this period. (See column 3, Table 4.) Nevertheless,

the external debt has continued to increase, now standing at US$ 360

billion and growing further (see Table 5), and the servicing requirements

alone reached more than 35% of exports between 1982 and 1984.
One of the reasons for the failure to appreciate the gravity

of the situation is the belief that it will soon improve and we will

quickly return to the "normality" of past decades. However, a realistic

persective in no way endorses these expectations. The deterioration

in the long-term conditions for growth of the industrial economies and

of the internati.onal economy is such that we cannot hope for a

restoration of the rates of expansion which prevailed in the post-war

decades. Nor are the conditions auspicious as regards international

tra4e, investment and particularly external finance for developing

countries. Over all this looms the enormous burden of external debt,

whose servicing seriously compromises the possibility of even minimal

growth in our economies. The most optimistic projections scarcely

permit us to envisage the restoration of pre-crisis levels of economic

activity tntil the end of the decade.

To further understand the severity of the current crisis it is

important to bear in mind that it is the culmination of several decades

or exceptionally favourable economic growth, an abundance of external

and internal financial resources, both public and private, high investment

and expenditure, especially in urban areas and above all in the metropolis.

What hopes may we hold for the future then, when the problems of

unemployment, poverty and inequality, particularly in the cities, will

become more acute and the crisIs deepen under circumstances when public

and private resources, both internal and external, will most probably

be maintained at approximately their present low levels, without much

prospect of an increase and with the possibility of further reductions?

Under these conditions, high capital accumulation, a central

condition for growth, and for the possibility of development, has become

completely impossible. The service of the debt does not only mean that

a substantial surplus has to be achieved in current external account,

but also that a substantial proportion of domestic savings has to be.
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transferred abroad. This has generated the transfer problem, the

conversion of internal savings into hard currency. This is the

problem that has created the large concern with the questions of

international finance and trade that prevails in the literature on

the debt problem. But there is the other problem, of how to generate

the domestic savings necessary to compensate for the external surplus.

This problem has at least three crucial aspects.

Domestic savings used to be complemented to a substantial degree

by foreign savings (and the corresponding deficit in current account)

to achieve the investment level which allowed these countries considerable

growth. To maintain that level of investment, domestic savings would

have to increase not only to a similar level, but substantially above,

since they would have to finance the additional savings necessary to

compensate for the debt service (the equivalent to the new necessary

external surplus in current account). This implies an increase in the

average domestic savings rate from substantially below to well above

the investment rate. And this means an increase in the marginal savings

rate which is so high that it seems quite impossible to achieve in the

short or even the medium term.

The second aspect is that the considerable savings effort which

these countries would have to make to service their foreign debt is

totally incompatible with a recessionary adjustment policy, which

reduces personal incomes, business profits and government revenues,

and therefore the sources of savings. In other words, there is a

fundamental economic contradiction in the present policies of debt servicing

and recessionary adjustment, unless external conditions improve

dramatically (a substantial decline in interest rates, growth in the

industrial countries, reduced protectionism, better terms of trade,

new flows of private capital, new long term flows of private and public

finance at concessional terms), or a moratorium on debt servicing fore

a substantial period of time is agreed (it would have to be agreed,

in order to avoid further deterioration in the international environment

of the debtor countries).

The third consideration, which is the one that has been voiced

most forcefully and with increasing urgency, especially by the political
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leaders of the Latin American countries, is the socio-political

contradiction. Maintaining stagnant levels of economic activity,

substantially below full capacity, with high rates of unemployment

and underemployment, decreasing real wageS, deteriorating social

expenditures and services, and increasing poverty, is becoming totally

incompatible with the existence of stable democracies. Or for that

matter, with stable political regimes of any kind.
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B. The crisis is inducing a backward trend in the relative priority

of environmental concerns while, at the same time, generating an,

increased pressure on natural resources and the environment

Although in recent years public awareness and concern with

environmental issues has increased substantially, the environment has

never been an area of high priority as regards government action.

As a consequence of the crisis, there is now a clear trend to down-

grade its importance even further. This is happening within a context

of very weak environmental institutions, where no well established

institutional traditions exist in these matters. Moreover, there

still prevails an attitude of considering environmental concerns as

being against development, particularly in some very powerful circles,

as those more closely related to large scale development programmes and

projects. Neither in official nor private circles is there a consensus

for implementing environmental management within certain institutional
and legal patterns that are explicitly and universally accepted.

Therefore, in many cases, the crisis has caught environmental concerns

in a situation of institutional indefinition. In a large number of

cases, environmental matters have been the responsibility of intermediate

levels of public administration for years, without access to the

decision-making process at the highest level. In those cases where

specific environmentalinstitutions have been created (ministries,

secretariats,,undersecretariats, offices and institutes assisted by

nation'al ecological commissions, etc.), they have not been granted

sufficient administrative and political power.

In these circumstances it is no surprise that, due to budgetary

restraints involving severe reductions in public expenditures, the

emergent environmental institutions are being jeopardized. Budget

allocations have been severely reduced and personnel is being reassigned

and specialists have been dismissed, affecting activities such as

ecosystem management, pollution monitoring and abatement, desertification

control, environmental education, a research on endogenous technology

and bioproductive systems, etc,.,as well as affecting these institutions'

own basic operations and status. The economic and financial policy makers,

under great pressure as a consequence of the crisis, frequently neglect
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requests for the allocation of resources for environmental protection

and improvement.

This phenomenon goes beyond a purely formal institutional

problem. In so far as proper and opportune are not found,

the possiblity of any kind of meaningful environmental action will be

outweighted by the more politially appealing and expedient short term

economic and financial approach. Most of the achievements reached in

these matter5 in the region since the Stockholm Conference would be

lost or put in serious danger.

- In relation with the second effect, i.e., increasing pressures

on natural resources and theenvironment, two different processes must

be considered. On the one hand, there has been an overwhelming increase

in the levels of poverty triggered by the recession and the adjustment

policies, as discussed above. This has meant an increase in the over-

exploitation of land by thepeasantry. Well known phenomena such as

deforestation, erosion, desertification, ecosystem degradation, exhaustion,

of the soils, sedimentation of water basins, loss of flora and fauna

resources, etc., will be accelerated.

On the other hand, these poverty-induced processes have beeni

and will be further aggravated by the great challenges which the Latin

American economies face at present: how to produce more foreign exchange

to service the foreign debt and more food to meet the increasing demands

of the population. In most cases, the response haà been n.ot only to

further modernize farming but also to "harvest" the mineral, marine and

agro-fores try resources thereby accentuating the above rnention.e4 processes of

deterioration of the environmental resource base.

The environmental effects of the crisis also appear in the urban

sector. To begin with, rural emigration has accelerated, adding to the

urban poor. Moreover, increased unemployment, lower real wages and a

reduced level and quality of social services have substantially added

to urban poverty. All this implies increased pressure on urban land,

informal activities, housing, health services, urban infrastructure,,etc.,

and a severe deterioration in living conditions. Impoverishment in
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urban centers therefore also implies a process of deterioration of

the built-up environment.

Most of the above mentioned environmental problems existed before

the acute crisis of the last few years. Therefore, they are a matter

of public knowledge, although much more quantification and systematic

monitoring of recent changes is needed. I will not discuss them

further except to emphasize that the crisis has aggravated such

processes and that they will continue to worsen if there is no real

conscience that the crisis will be not easily and rapidly overcome,

and that therefore new strategies and policies are needed.
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C. How to cope with the environmental risks and problems stemming from

the crisis. It is urgently necessary to restate the environmental

discourse and to imagine and design an environmental strategy that

is credible and relevant in the face of the present specially

unfavourable political and economic conditions. The resource-mobilizati

approach.

The cr,isis has made it clear that, although the need to protect the

environment against the traditional problems of deterioration and

depletion continues to be a valid objective, policy makers responsible

for environmental management ought to avoid negative attitudes in the fce

of the need for economic reactivation and growth. If a purely defensive and

conservationist behaviour is maintained, there is great risk that

governments, burdened by the hardships of the crisis, may banish the subject

from their consideration altogether. A defensive approach might also

arouse the mistrust of the population which is in desperate need of income

and employment opportunities. That this is more than simple especulations

or a theoretical scenario is proven by the already discussed retrogression

that the environmental position has undergone in the national institutional

setting of most countries in the region. It is also proven by the fact

that most political parties, within a context of emergent and/or instable

democracies, facing the pressure of urgent demands give no priority

whatsoever to environmental concerns in their platforms.

What I would like to suggest then, is that the natural and built up

environments should be considered as a social asset, whose potentialities

should be exploited, taking into account the need for an inter-generational

allocation of the services it provides. It is possible to view the topic

of the environmantal resources, endowments and assets as a way of linking

current short term economic policies with the need for medium and longer

term development policies. In other words, what I am suggesting is to

look at the crisis as an opportunity. An opportunity to mobilize

resources in such a way that it involves a change of the growth style,

aimed at the satisfaction of the essential needs of the population

and with a view to latiching a process of sustainable development.
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In order to approach these questions in a positive way it is

necesary to distinguish between short-term flows and the substancial

endowments of population, natural resources, and of productive assets

which have been acquired and built up over the longer term. In other

words, taking a broader view of the three classical factors of

production: labour, land and capital, we must recognize that the

productive capabilities and sociopolitical and administrative abilities

of Latin American countries have reached fairly advanced levels in many

cases, and cannot and will not be left idle for much more time as a

consequence of the external squeeze. The situation must be approached

from a politicl economy point of view, which possesses the advantage

of being able to establish links between the accumulated socio-cultural

and political capabilities, as well as the spatial, natural resource

and environmental potentialities, and with that of the accumulated

productive capacity. It also constitutes a bridge to connect medium

and long-term development with annual flows and short-term policies.

These lattter are principally concerned with macroeconomic equilibria:

fiscal, monetary, external, employment and income indicators and their

socio-poiitical implications and constraints. In our present crisis,

the serious external disequilibrium in the short-term flows of income

and expenditure requires a considerable restriction of imports, but

leads to a pronounced underutilization of the potential of the accumulated.

sociocultural, natural and productive heritage. This means that we are

in the presence of a considerable potential in terms of real resources

which may be mobilized (cultural,organizational, material), in so far

as such mobilization can free itself as much as possible from its

dependence on imported inputs. This does not contradict the fact,

mentioned in section A, that those limited resources to which the

poor have access, tend to be overexploited.
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D. The resource-mobilization approach helps to clarify the problem posed

by the passage from a recessionary ad,lustment to an expansionary one

and the transition to sustainable development

The recessionary adjustment essentially involves manipulation of

the short term economic policy instruments so that aggregate demand is

restricted. Public expenditures are cut back, investments are reduced,

wages and salaries are abated, money expansion is reduced and national

currency is devaluated. One of the main goals of such policies is to

indirectly induce a reduction of imports through a contraction of

national income. Besides the greater of lesser success they may have

in this respect, there are very serious negative side-effects on

accumulation, production, wages, employment and on the utilization of

socially accumulated assets.

Instead of unilaterally reducing overall income, demand and imports,

an expansionary adjustment strategy would combine an incomes and demand

policy that is selectively restrictive with an equally selective

resource-based and need-oriented supply policy, taking advantage of

those idle productive assets. The point is to change the composition

of both aggregate supply and demand so that a mutual adjustment can be

reached, with a much lower imported component and a greater efficiency

in the use of the accumulated patrimonies.

While recessionary demand policies rely on the market and aggregate

macroeconomic policies, with their well known regressive effects given

the skewed power and income structure, a selective resource-based and

need-oriented expansionary policy must rely on planning and State

intervention. In so far as this selectivity and planning aims at an

equitable sharing of costs and benefits, it also offers the basis for

a political alliance of a democratic character, thereby strengthening

the political processes we are witnessing in the region.
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E. The suggested aptroach is feasible and implies the possibility of

changing, gradually but firmly, the prevalent style of development

in the region, which is at the basis of most of its environmental

problems.

Macroeconomic and socio-political knowledge, experiences and

proposals, together with a more detailed knowledge at sector and

project levels exist that permit the formulation of concrete proposals

for expansionary adjustments, including its specific measures and

selective programmes. These involve productive and social programmes,

both urban and rural, for small and medium sized business as well as

for the informal sector, with emphasis on targets such as alleviating

poverty, increasing employment, generating exports and replacing

imports, satisfying basic needs, etc. It nftist also include the

corresponding macroeconomic programme with its selective components

dealing with demand, taxation and government expenditures, credits,

subsidies and other policies of the public sector.

Some of these low-cost and highly useful activities for the

generation of employment and social organization in response to the crisis.

situation are being implemented at present, both by governmental and

nongovernmental agencies. They imply a criticism to the prevalent style

of growth as they seek to restore the importance of a labour proce.s.s

aimed at satisfying essential needs and reinvigorating the labour force.

the environmental and natural resource base, and other underutilized

potentialities, while making less use of scaráe factors such as capital

and foreign currency. Moreover, these activities give rise to a

different style of growth and a more vigorous and open cultural identity

as a result of the multiple links which connect them with specific

geographical and resource contexts, with daily experience, with local

knowledge and culture as well as with ecosystemic relations, a long

run approac'h and the requirements of scientific and technological

development.

Nevertheless, these opportunities will not be fulfilled automatically

and on a sufficient scale: on the contrary, such measures tend to be



adopted strictly within an emergency. framework and in partial and ad-hoc

circumstances. it iá consequently vitai, as we mentioned before, to

take advantage of the period of crisis which began in 1982 to identify

-and stimulate the kind of policies mentioned above and, above all, to

encourage those conditions which extend and sustain the reorientation

of the labour process and heighten awareness and appreciation of the

multiple links which have been mentioned.

Local geographical specificity being one of the main characteristics

of these activities, the problem of unemployment and that of con3ervation,

protection and improvement of the environment cannot be treated in purely

abstract terms; on the contrary, these problems must be treated with

reference to concrete locations. Therefore, public activity oriented

toward this kind of problems offers a good opportunity for decentralization

and community participation, which areissues of special interest arid

priority in the search for democratic planning and decision-making systems.

Even though the crisis may trigger off a movement of this kind as

a short run answer to urgent problems, it is necessary to consider these

activities as a starting point for more permanent and properly financcd

and institucionalized programmes. Specially when we consider that such

activities are dealing with essential needs which have been sistematically

unattended.

In this respect, a .priority area for readjustement and reorientation,

as pointed out earlier, is the one related to the patterns of investment

and consumption as well as the options choosen in the fields of technology

and resource management. It will be unavoidable to strongly but

selectively limit all kind of demand and technology which directly or

indirectly involves a high imported component, and to promote its

replacement by goods and services, technologies and designs based on

the utilization of local and national human and material resources.

All these orientations will certainly result in a greater use and

pressure upon the environment. Therefore, the expansion, conservation,

maintenance and protection of the environment can make an essential

contribution to the improvement of the standard of living, to employment

and to productivity. This necessarily implies a greater knowledge of
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the environment's potential, of the ecosystemic conditions for its

exploitation, and of -the most efficient management formulae so that

opportunities may be effectively used. But, at the same time,

environmental deterioration and resources depletion must be avoided

through sound environmental management and the long run sustainability

of the whole process must be assured. All this implies the need to

give priority in any future development strategy to the issues of

natural resources and technology, adopting a long run ecological

perspective.

The emphasis. given to the environmentally sound movilization of

Latin American countries' own resources implies the need for a greater

differentiation than in the past, not only between cQuntries, but also

between regions within each country. It demands a more realistic and

pragmatic level of abstraction in development strategies in order to

reach more concrete consideration of he real availability of natural

resources, technology, each country's size and position, the relationship

betwean population and resources, the energy situation, the degree and

features df urbanization, etc. This means that the new development

strategies will necessarily have to be different for countries which

show marked differences in these aspects; it also means that such

strategies, when implemented in a particular country, shall favour

regional and spatial considerations (including the urbar,-rural issue),

as each country is made up of a heterogenous mosaic of environmental

conditions.

The former requirements imply a great challenge to planners, to

'their planning methdology and instruments and to the institutional

set up of planning at all levels and sectors. The operational capability

must be created in order to allow for the consideration of the natural

and built-up environment and its ecosystemic characteristics as

resources which are scarce and have alternative uses; which can be

enhanced, reproduced, destroyed and/or depleted, depending on how

they are treated; and which are inter-related among themselves and

with human activities in multiple and complex ways.
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F. The WCED alternative agenda's main shortcomings: its neglect of

the crisis, its problem-oriented and defensive approach, and its

rather marginal and implicit reference to the issue of the style

of development.

As can be noticed from the previous discussion, I fully agree with

the concept of "the mutually supportive relationship between environment

and development" stated by the WCED as one of its common perspectives.

I also agree with the Commission's key issues, its critique of the

standard agenda and most of the advantages argued in favour of the

alternative agenda. I will therefore not insist on these aspects,

which .1 consider very. possitive. Rather, I would like to underline

what I see as insufficiencies of the alternative agenda.

One is the neglect of the present debt and development

crisis in Latin America, which will have a decisive influence on the

future environmental concerns and problems. From the previous discussion

it is clear that it is impossible to even grasp, the evolution of environmental

problems in thisregionif no consideration is given to the crisis, nor

it is possible to think about any feasible environmental strategy.

A second problem is the fact that although the alternative agenda

is supposed to replace the standard one, there still remains in it a

problem-oriented approach or emphasis. While proposing a change from

the "react-and-cure" approach to an "anticipate-and-prevent" strategy,

and from "add-on" to "built-in" policies, the new agenda is still

addressed to avoid almost the same problems that the standard one

intended to cure. Therefore, the WCED's proposal of integrating

environmental policymaking in planning and executing agencies runs the

risk of tranferring to the latter the image of the environmental

considerations as being "development obstacles".

This takes me to insist on an aspect of the environmental problematique

which is seldom considered as such, and that is fundamental for the

suggested resource-mobilization approach: the existence of a great

variety of unused, underutilized, undetected and underrated environmental

resources, particularly in the present recessionary circumstances.



The explicit recognition of this aspect as a fundamental problem in

Latin America implies a much greater emphasis on potentialities

afforded by the mobilization and use of the natural and environmental

resource base for the satisfaction of present and future generations'

needs. This is true not only in relation with the environmental

resource base, but also with the sociocultural and fixed capital

patrimonies.

As we have already mentioned, together with the anticipatory and

preventive approach, this means an environmental strategy that is

positive rather than reactive and defensive, without neglecting the

ecological conditions for sustainability. Such a strategy should be

much more credible, relevant and influential among governmental

officials and authorities concerned with the "productive sectors",

whose criteria, wIther we like it or not, will continue to have a

decisive influence in the patterns of development and, particularly,

on the way out of the crisis.

Therefore, without neglecting the generally recognized environmental

problems that may arise from anti-crisis measures, a great effort is

needed to take advantage of the opportunities the crisis itself affords

in order to privilege resource-mobilizing policies designed with

proper environmental management criteria, and seeking a process of

equitable and sustainable development.. All of this means a fundamental

change in the style of development that has prevailed in Latin America

since the post war period. Both the need for this change and the

importance of the prevalent style in the generation of most environmental

problems are almost non-issues in the WCED Alternative Agenda. However it

should be recognized that some of the directions included in the examples

given when analyzing the key issues of the WCED alternative agenda,

implicitly involves a change of style. The importance of this aspect,

however, deserves an explicit and central consideration.

Finally, I would like to underline that the approach I have suggested,

while involving a substantial change of emphasis, is not necessarily

contradicory with the WCED's proposals contained in the Alternative

Agenda.
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LATIN AMERICA: EVOLUTION OF PER CAPITA GROSS DOMESTIC PR0DUCr

Country
toilars at 1970 prices Growth rates Cumulative

rate

1970 1980 1983 1984' 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984' 19814984'

Argentina 1 241 1 334 1166 1177 .0.9 .7.7 -6.6 1.4 0.9 .11.8
317 382 295 288 -2.1 -3.5 .11.1 .10.0 .2.2 .24.6

:azil 494 837 798 809 4.8 4.8 4.3 3.3 1.3 -8.9
Colombia .- 598 824 804 812 1.9 0.1 .1.2 .1.4 1.0 -Ii

)sta Rica 740 974 834 837 2.1 49 .9.7 -0.3 0.4 .14.1
zba - . . - . - - 4.9 14.9 2.0 4.6 ... 22.6's

Chile 958 1 045 895 928 6.2 4.1 -15.7 -2.4 3.6 .11.2
Thador 413 723 678 673 1.9 10 -'.' -6.1 .0.7 .6.9

Salvador 422 433 344 339. -11.3 -10.9 -83 -2.9 -1.4 .21.8
Guatemala - 448 589 512 497 0.9 .2.1 -6.2 -5.4 .2.8 -15.5

90 114 99 100 3.1 .5.2 .4.9 -3.1 0.4 .12.2
onduras - ..... -313 356 318 314 -0.8 -2.3 . .5.1 -3.8 -12.0

Mt o 978 1366 1 284 1 280 5.5 5.1 -3.1 .7.7 -0.3 -6.3
Nicaragua 418 337 331 322 6.7 2.0 44 0.3 2.8 .4.7

904 1174 1 214 1188 10.5 1.9 3.2 .1.8 -2.2 1.1
raguay 383 642 612 611 7.9 5.4 -3.9 .5.9 .0.1 .4.8

Peru 659 690 593 598 12 1.2 .2.2 -13.2 0.9 -13.3
mutjcan Republic 398 601 615 611 3.6 1.6 -0.7 1.5 .0.7 Li

.uguay 1 097 1 426 1 226 1195 5.3 1.2 .10.3 -5. -3.3 -16.2
Venezuela 1 239 1310 1147 1 097 -3.! .3.3 .2 -7.4 -4.4 .16.2

otal' 709 982 893 895 3.1 -0.7 -3.3 -5.3 0.2 -8.9

.,uurca: ECLAC. on d basii ol eltiàal gam.
At mukct r Pro.tiuna ottimaccs tubect to to total oóa1 ptuóatt. 'Lefm to I9E1% Avera1, cdun1 Cubi.



Table 2

LT JZERICA: E'OLzJrIOt1 OF UN tNE2WT, 1979-84

Søu,cs: ECLAC and PREALC. Un 'he basis of ofIictat flgur.,
Greaect 8uenos Aires. ,%r.cae Apnl'Uc'uter 1984. AprIL U Pea, 1917. 1978 and 1979, aeond p. esrer I 980, ivetae My (ku*.!r, 9'IS. cond scmcst,r
1934, first sem,acef Mecropuliun z:ei.s of Rio de Jan.ro. Su Paulo, 8elo Horiton,.. Porro Akce, Savador and flecde. Averi, fur t2 months; 1980.avei'ag,
Jun..ufnber. 1934, a..rsgelanury.Ocruber. 'Dugwà. Barrsnquilla, Medellin and Cah. Averse lot March.juase. £.rpt.mb.r and December: 1934, avenge (uC
Mucts.Jasw mu September. Nanunal urb.n, Avcrs,e fur, March, )ui and Novembrr 1984, March. 'Grrirer Ssnnao. Average ur four quuters; 984.
ssersge br chre, .an,ecs. A, from Auaust t')8 dii. relate to the nctropulican area uf Saneiaio 'Metropolitan areai iii Mexico Cay. Guadalajara and
Muticerrey. Average fur fuut quactcr 1984, avenge for first rvo quarters. .l99 Co 1981. resn'agriculcurxl $CflVuiieE 932 to 1984, an
asHmate, 'National urban: 1980. urba4 unemployment recorded in the population cerizu.s taken irs chic year; 1931. l')tZ and I94, menropoicsn
u.. 'Aiugióa. 1?ernsndi, cit Ia Moca, Lambard and urban areas of Luqu. and Ssn Lorrnao. annual average; 198!, fjrrt emes'er 1932, aenond
aernesler. 'Metropolitan Luma. 197'). Augusc.Scpcember, 1978. aserae for july-August: 1979. August.Seprember: l90, April: 19$t,june;1932, l93 and 1984,
otfc,aI ewmac. for he whulc country. ''(unccv,dco. Average for two semesters. 1934. avcnsgejanuary.Sepcensoer. - Nacian.al urban, Average for two
semesters; 1984, first ,e,neater.

(Avera nua1 rates)

'Co.mtry 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984

Arnti,aa 2.0 2,3 4,5 4.8 4.1 4.0
Bolivi 7.6 7.5 9.7 9.4 12.1 13.3

azi1 64 7.2 7.9 6.3 6,7 7.5
dColarbia 8.9 9.7 8.2 9,3 11,8 13,5

CcstafRica 5,3 6.0 9,1 9,9 8,5 7.9
thile 13.4 11.7 9.0 20.0 19.0 18.6

cLco 5.7 4.5 4.2 4.1 6.9 6.3
Nicara2ua 21.4 18.3 15.9 18,5 18.9 19.8
Piazra . 11.6 9.8 11,8 10.3 11.2
Paraguay-' 5.9 4.1 2.2 5.6 8,4
Peru" 6,5 7,1 6.8 7,0 9.2 10.9
Uruguay 8.3 7.4 6.7 11.9 15.5 14.5
Venez1a 5.8 6.6 6.8 7.8 10,5 13.9



Table 3

LIAT ?ERICA: Et7I'ION OF CUNER PPT

(Var1aticrs fran Ecer±er to Dece!rber)

ouIce: lnternanonlI Monetary Fund, I.,,cr,s.ains.1 F,i,.a,.c,d Ssj et, November 198-I, atsJ official tnfu(m.uiun supplicd b the cOuntries.
Toufs (o Lirin Anierica acid partial hgu:es for groups ol Cou,ur.es represern Jvera.e v4(lariiJns by ciiunUivi, wjghtvj by the population in rich

r. 'Vsrjtion becwccn novembet 1984 and november 1985. Vjr,tii,n betwcen5eptrntber 1984 and September1981.. 4Upto 1979. figures
'esenc the Ci,niutner Price Index in the city of t'iu de Janeirn: 1mm t')80 onwards, the varutiun in th ciatiunal 10(11. Up to 1980, figures reprelent ch

in the Coasurnet Psite lode's for r.i.inu,aI urLers; from 198t Jnj5, the VJfLttlOfl in the national tOtSI. ncl.aJing mnuaJ work,t, and
employers 'Vir0tion between /..iuvt 1981 n4 August l91I. 'Variation bctw,n Octi.be I?S4 and O.tuber 1981. 'Up to 1982. figures
epreicn the vacIJ(lun in the Consumer rs.e lndez in the ciry of Quito; from 1983 onwjria, the n3tiuiul Cuiiaumer Price Index. rb.tn area. The si..r,ea
preu'nu ihe s'..iiatiun biuwern September of the lear n'Jiisre..I and Sepicn-ibcr u( the preceding year. 'Varijon between June 1984 and June
85. Varijc,un bet.een Mjreh 19S4'and March 1985 Varacpjn between July 1984 arId July ')S1.. Vatiation L'ctw,en May 1984 ,and May

.135.

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984

Latin uricaa 56.5 56.8 84.5 130.8 175.4

Ccmtxies with tradition-
ally hi4. inflation 61.5 71.7 102.8 156.6 208.0

Arntina 87.6 131.2 209.7 433.7 675.
Bivi 23,9 25,2 296.5 328.5 1 682.

azil 95.3 91,2 .97.9 179.2 194.
Colathia 26.5 27.5. 24.1 16.5 16.
0h3J.e

djco
31.2
298

9,5
28,7

20.7
98.8

23.6
80.8

22,
59.

Peru 59.7 72.7 72.9 125.1 105.
uruguay 42.8 29.4 20.5 51.5 63.

Ccxitries with tradition-
ally ntrerate in.flaticn ' 15.4 14.1 12.6 17.2 17.0

Ba±Mc 16.1 12.3 6.9 5.5 3.9f
Ccsta Rica 17.8 65.1 81.7 10.7 15,7g

Ecuador 14.5 17.9 24.3 52.5 191g
El. a1vor 186 11.6 13.8 15.5
Guaterrala 9.1 8.7 -2.0 1.5.4
Qana 8.5 29.1 ... S..
Haiti1 1.5.3 16.4 6.2 12.2 8.6
Ecriuras 15.0 9.2 9.4 10.2 6.9
Jartaica 28.6 4.8 7.0 14,5 33.1
Nicaragua 24.8 23.2 22.2 32.9 40.0
Panama 14.4 4.8 3.7 2.0
Paraguay 8,9 15.0 4.2 14.1 2504g

Daninican pthlic 4.2 7.4 7.1 9.8
ixtidad and Tobago 16.6 11.6 10.8 15.4 13.4

Veneztela 19.6 10.8 7.9 7.0 157g



Table 4

LT] 2½lERICA: NCr FThNCThZ3 DISPOSN.E AFm PAYZEMI OF PECFT[S FIND INEIEST

(Billions of dollars)

Net disposable

financing!
exports of çods
and servioss

Souros: International t'etaxy E\ind, Balanos of PaynEnts Yearbodc (several issts); and EXLPIC estimates,
cii the basis of official figures.

a Cbtained by deflating colunn 3 by the Lkiited States wholesale prios index, base 1984=100.
b Percentag.

Provisional estimates subject to revision.

c Annual average, for the period.

d Provisional estimates subject to revision.

(6)=(3)/(5)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

1973_81C 21.2 11.0 10.2 15.3. 64.4 15.8
1.982 19.2 37.6 -18.4 -19.1 101.9 -18.1
1983A 4.4 34.5 -30.1 -30.9 100.5 -30.0
l984 10,6 37.3 -26.7 -26.7 113.0 -23.6

Year
Net inflz Net payiients Net disposable Teal net: Exports of
of of profits financing d1sposab1 goods and
capital and interest (3)=(l)-(2) financing servioss



Table 5

1tTIN AMERICA: TOTAL EXTERNAL DEBT DISBURSED

(End-of.year balance in billion: of dollar:,

in America

porting
...ies

livia'

I ) .

r uela'

ni..tI.exporting

8 tina

lombia

Rica

ii

Salvador

a -nab

nduras
c'gua'
n aC

raguay

minican Republic
.1 ay

tce: ECLAC. ,n rh- bsit .( uttkcL rt(orm.mun; arzi md VenczuI.a: CCLAC. ut the bss., of dmt* from :he B....k
rovüioaul (ig.r.s F;Ures tn compmtbIe bath those pre,tuu. to I')R2. ..ing to the ,nCtUSIUA vi me Mctcan Ct.mm,rciml b&ntu, dt.t. 'Public

'lncfuding c,,.r.merciji b.ig'Uu' debt Ectnatcs on the bssis uf ømta supphcd hv me Setcecart,ac of Fnmnce md Puboc Cr.it. rm.lwding the .ubi,c
alus the mn.gmarmntce.J .ng- 3t54 thurt-tetmu ..'cbc %9ch tmnanc,ai tnutcsmciuni ,rtin to the P.mnk 1cr lncecn.ctunI Se' Tementa.. 'lncludjn the t,.tI

e....uIi- ,nd Lu-term debt pLus the sttutt-rcfm dett ith fmnanajI ,flS(ttUtIUfll fCpU.t$fl (U (lie Sink for lcitcrn$tI...ltJl ScttkmernL 'Short.-. medoim. 31.d
rg.crm debt. czdudtng the debt a.tth tMI and hott-tcrm CTtdII.. fUr OtCIfl irmdc pCfStK)fl$. tT( the month ul Scpretr.ber.

1978 1979 1980 1981 19S2 1983 1984'

150.8 181,9' 221.0' 275,4. 315,3 34Q9 36Qi.' -

6(e3-.' 77.5 92.3 1I$..9 135.6 ' 145.6 .. 153.4'
1,7; 1.9"' 2.2' 2.4: 2.3 3.1) .. 3.2

3.5' - 4,6 5,8 6.1. 6.&.
33. 39,6- 493: 72.0 85.S; - 90.0. 95,9 -

9,3 9,3. 9,3 9.6. ' 11.0 12.4; 13.5.

16.3' 23.0 26.5 29.0' 31.1) " 33.5 34.0'

104.3 128.7 156.4 ; 179.6 1952
12.4 '. 19.0 27.1 35.6'. 436 45.5 48,0- -

52.2. 58.9- 68.3 78.fl .- 87.5 96) 101.8-

4.2 5.1 6.2' 7.9 94 10.4. 10.8-

1.8'

6.6.

23 .,
8.4;

3.1

11.0'
3.3...

15.5

34'
17.1

3J .

17.4

4'
18.4

.9 .9 1.1 l.4 1.6. ' 2.0 2,3'
.& .9' 1.0 1.4' . 1.5'. 1,7. 1.9.

2 2:. .2' 3 - .4: . - .4.
.9 12 1.5 1.7'.. . 1 .Si 2.0 2.2'
. 1.1' 1.5 ' 2.1... . " 2.7 3.3 3.9

1.7 2.0' 2.2 '. 2,3 ' 2.8 32''
.6' -7. . & .9 t.2 - 1.4 1,3 -.

1,3.. .}.5' . 1'8 1.8 . 1.9 . 2.5 . 2.8
1,2. - 1.6 2,1' 3.1 4.2 4,3 4,7



LATIN AMERICA: RATIO 01? TOTAL INTEREST PAYMENTS TO EXPORTS
OF GOODS AND SERViCES'

(Percent.sg.:)

-

5jurce: 1977.j'3): !terna.unaI Moneta Fund. 8iL..c..o/ P.qm.su, Y..wêe.,b: 9&%: EQ.AC. on The b..sis ol olikIai data.
(ntctet ps'nenu nchid. thoie rn the hort.e,m debt. 'Provtsiocd cti.n.uca iubjecc ,o t'fusjn.

Table 6

Country 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1981'

Latin America 12.4 15.3 17.4 19.9 26.4 39.0 35.8 35.

Oil-exporting
countries 13.0 16.0 15.7 16.5 22.3 32.0 31.0 33.i
Bolivia 9.9 13.7 18.1 24.5 35.5 43.6 49.3 57.(

Ecuador 4.8 10.3 (3.6 18.2 24.3 30.1 26.0 31.5
Mexico 25.4 24.0 24.8 25.1. 28.7' 39.9 36.7 36.
Peru 17.9 21.2 [4.7 16.0 21.8 24.7 31.2 35.
Venezuela 4.0 7.2 6.9 8.1 12.7 21.0 20.3 25.0

Non-oil-exporting
counuiel (1.9 15.1 18.8 23.3 31.3 46.6 40.7 ' 36.5
Argentina 7.6 9.6 12.8 22.0 31.7 54.6 58.4 52.0
Brazil 18.9 24.5 31.) 34.1 40.4 57.1 43.4 36.5
Colombia 7.4 7.7 10.1 13.3 21.6 25.0 21.7 21.5
Costa Rica 7.1 . 9.9 12.8 18.0' 25.5 33.4 41.8 32.0
Oi1e 13.1 17.0 16.5 19.3 34.6 49.5 39.4 45.5
El Salvador 2.9 3.1 5.3 6.3 7.5 1.19 14.2 15.0
GuaLemala 2.4 3.6 3.1 5.3 7.5 7.8 7.6 4.0
Haiti 2.3 - 2.8 3.3 2.0 3.2 ' 2.4 4.9 5.0
Hon1uras 7.2 8.2 8.6 10.6 14.5 22.4 17.7 19.0
Nicaragua 7.0 9.3 9.7 15.7 1).) 33.2 19.3 18.5
Paraguay 6.1 8.3 10.7 14.3 15.9 (4.9 24.3 1.9.0
Dominican Republic 8.8 14.0 14.4 14.7 10.5 22.6 24.9 23.5
Uruguay 9.8 10.4 9.0 11.0 13.1 22.4 27.6 31.5



RLD C+USS1ON ON EWIROIT AND DEVELOP?'F"

São Paulo, October 1985

São Paulo: Environmental Problems of the Growing Metropolis

- Jorge WiTheim

The purpose of the present text is to contribute towards understanding ,analysis,

and measures to be taken in the field of environmental conservation in large

cities. The text is addressed to the World Cnission on Environment and

Development for its meeting in São Paulo in October 1985.

Although there are similarities to the problems that occur in other large

cities, especially those in the Third World and in Latin America, the text

describes and cnnents only on the case of São Paulo.

The cultural landscape

Societies, in creating large urban centers, change the landscape of the

natural location, creating a cultural landscape which will be, in its turn,

graiiu4ly altered with the passage of time. airing the process of these

transformations, the natural characteristics of the site - its land, its

waters, the vegetation, its air, its landscape and climate - are used as

resources for the construction of a new environment: the urban enviroiment.

Apparently, during centuries of demographic growth and urbanization people

worried themselves very little about the process by which natural elements

were utilized as means to create an urban environment. The growth of cities

being slow, there were time and conditions for maintaining the balance of

the local ecosystems, through the re-creation of the resources utilized.

bi the last 150 years, however, this balance beceme disrupted, either

because manerous cities began to grow at higher rates or because urban

tecimology introduced excessively effective or excessively destructive ways



to utilize natural resources.

The imbalance of urban ecosystems occurs after a gradual process in which

a determined threshold is reached. The perception of this threshold is made

by the gauging of levels of discomfort and noxiousness. Just as resources

constitute a cultural category, the use of which varies in time and space,

so does the level of discomfort constitute a cultural value, only becoming

obvious when it reaches the limit of noxiousness, that is, of death.

Therefore, the levels of tolerance for discomfort and the demands for

quality of life vary, the fonir decreasing and the latter increasing.

Because of this, it is futile to concern oneself with ideal urban diansion.s,

deciding upon a fixed 500,000 or one million inhabitants. It is good sense

to say that a city with a population of less than one million allows its

inhabitants a reasonable b&owledge of the whole urban scheme, Iciowledge

that is lost in proportion to the amount the city grows. &zt from the point

of view of quality of life or of environmental impact, the variable

"population" should be compared to the variables "per capita income", "density",

"cultural habits", "soil conditions", and so forth. For example, ignorance

and illness which arise from poverty can cause erosion and sterility and

pollutioi of the soil and waterways even when population density is low,

whereas a high-income neighborhood will support high population densities

because it probably already has a developed infrastructure.

As well as pointing out above the similarity of the usage of the term

"environment" in an urban context, it is appropriate to explain what is

understood by "developnent" for the purposes of this article: it deals with

soc jo-economic transformations that involve:

economic growth with vaster job opportunities;

an increase in the level of the quality of life, beginning with overcoming

the sub-human levels now in existence;

the search for social equity , signifying a break in the long-standing

concentration of wealth.

The objective of this document, and of the World Comnission on Environment

and Developnent, is to subsidize the establislinent of strategies that

_closely relate developuent to environment. In the urban scope, this

relationship will always depend on establishing tolerable discomfort levels,



means to reduce them, social organizations to control and supervise them,

and so forth. Far from being an exact science, it is in the imich wider

arenas of the culture and politics that the foundations for these desirable

strategies will be laid.

In order to establish parameters and limits for the debate, it is convenient

to create a reference point that will describe the existing situation. To

better understand the dynamics of this situation, three aspects will be

presented: the pace of urbanization, the expectations of the city dwellers

and the observed environmental impact. Three topics for strategies of action

that will lead to defined objectives are: population po, intra-urban

litics,and ideological views. These specific topics as applied to the case

of São Paulo will not be covered in this paper since such thfoiation is

lengthy and not relant to the scope ofthis meeting.

The Pace of Urbanization

The population of Brazil for 1985 was estimated at 135,564,000 inhabitants.

The Brazilian census of 1980 revealed a population of 115,000,000, irregularly

distributd throughout the regions of the C.try, which grew at a rate of

3.5% per year in the last ten years. Considering the total area of the

country, 8,511,965 Ian2 , in 1985 there is a low average density of 15,926

'thabitants per Ian2 . The present urban population of Brazil is estimated

to be approximately 67%; in 1970 it was 56%; in 1960 it was 45,1%; in 1950

it was 36.2%. This difference, which clearly shows growing urbanization, varies

depending on the region.

In the case of São Paulo, the most dynamic state of the Southeast Region,

the urban population reached 89% of a total population of approximately 22

million inhabitants. About half of this population - that is, about 10% of

the total estimated population of the country - resides in the greater

metropolitan area which includes three nuinicipalities, one of them the state

capital, São Paulo.

The network of cities shows a strong polarization of ten with rapid growth:

Belem, Fortaleza, Recife, Salvador, Belo Florizonte, Rio de Janeiro, São



Paulo, curitiba, Porto Alegre, and Brasflia. It also shows an irregular

distribution of meditm-sized cities which could become alternative final

destinations for internal migration. Most of' these medituu-sized cities

are located in the more developed regions of the South and Southeast and

are sparse in other regions. This suggests a relationship between developient

and economic and urban growth which will not be gone into here since it is

not pertinent to this study. See chart on page 5.
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The future of this urban network does not depend exclusively on endogenous

and vegetative growth but principally on the interrelationship .of regions

diverse in job opportunities and urban services. In other words, the

differences between the regions and their urban network, characteristics

of a still developing situation, bring on intensive urbanization and constant

migration that occur on a larger scale in the direction of large centers

found in the Southeast of the country and primarily in São Paulo.

The growth of the metropolis of São Paulo is quite representative of what

occurs in Latin America. Demographic information indicates that in 1975 the

population growth rate of Latin America, 2.65 per thousand inhabitants, caine

imediately after that of the Middle East, 2.72, and of Africa, 2.71,

surpassing the average world rate of 1.64 for that year.

Besides this demographic growth, data on urbanization rates and the distribution

of major world cities indicate an increase of 110% (1960-2000) in the

nimiber of Latin American cities with pcpi].ations of nore than one million.

Therefore, it is faced with the perspective of population growth, increased

urbanization, and growing metropolises.

S

These calculations correspond to tendency proj ect ions that exclude any n

important factor ,such as changes in national politics, which could influence

internal migration. In spite of this limitation, the calculations indicate

a sufficiently dramatic challenge: in less than ten years, eight of the larga.

cities in the world will be located in developing countries. At present,

twelve of the cities with the highest growth rates are already located in such

countries: seven in Asia, four in Latin America ( among them, São Paulo ), and

one in Africa. See chart on page 7.
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CIDADES COM ?IAIS DE MILHAO DE HABITANTES

In the year 2000, according to the Population Division of the United Nations

(1982), of the 66 cities with over four million inhabitants, 47 are located

in the Third World ( ten of which are in Latin America), thirteen in developed

capitalist countries, and six in countrie with collectivist econcnies São

Paulo, which is now the third largest city in the world, after Mexico City

and Tokyo, will, be in second place.

Urban growth and population concentration in larger cities seefl to be a

constant trend in Brazil. Cparing the 1950 census with the 1970 one, the

following izeases are fc.:

cities of up to ten thousand inhabitants: 100% increase in ntnnber and in
population

cities of ten to fifty thousand inhabitants: 150% increase in mmiber and

approximately 300% in population

cities of fifty to 200 thousand inhabitants: 4.5 times the increase in

nunber and over five times the increase in population

cities of 200 to 600 thousand inhabitants, excluding metropolitan centers:

eight times the increase in ntnnber and ten times the increase in population.

The population estimates for the city of São Paulo and its iretroplitan area

up. to the year 2000, based on projections considered most probable - constant
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fertility rates, decreasing migration and death rates - are as follow:

Brazilian urban network is the result of fr centuriest acc'znilation of

wealth tongh well defin nic cycles and pooessess. It is reasonable
to assze that birth rates t to decrease as a result of ucatiai and

n'irect fnily planning. Conditions to anplify piblic health services do
exist, particularly if there is a nre even distribition of wealth.

Nevertheless, a1t1ugh cairehensive gcverTment irentive policies to re3.uce

regional' disparities and nsequentiy ruce migration may be deve.lops, the
result of many years of migrational flux towards the Sontheast and the

intsive urbanization of the region imist still be confrontaL

The pressure of internal migration on the growth of large cities, chiefly

pn1p, dease in the 1970's. Since the inMle of that decade,
natural growth has surpass imnigration as a main growth factor in sk
Paulo, th in percentages and in absolute terms.

In the projections for the year 2000, it is esti.mat that in the last five
years of the century the growth rate will decrease to 1.4% for the

uunicip" 14 ty and 2 1% for the mstropolitan area. Within these rates,

1inigration will have a progressively siiai.ler role, bit natural growth will
maintain the value psitive.

fact nust be faca squarely that the mstro1is, with all of its prc1ns,
exists. mrst serious aspect is rt that of residual growth bit of the size

scce of the problens aixeady apparent.
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Expectations of the City Dwellers

Since internal migration seems to be the most dynamic variable in the phenomenon

of urbanization, it would be useful to include some observations about the

expectations of a typical ininigrant who has decided to start a new life in the

region that was called, before the current recession, ironically but with

envy, "The Marvelous South ".

Only one language, without dialects, is spoken througk2t Brazil. The custans

are relatively hgeneous. This appears important when compared to the

differences which exist in Latin America along the Pacific Ocean where

descendants of the indigenous culture are clearly obvious in large cities

because of their traditional dress, customs, and .mwritten language.

Considering its vast area, Brazil has no physical obstacles such as

high mountain ranges or interior seas which prevent anyone from reaching roads

or from crossing the country, as long as he does not intend to enter the

Amazon jungle. This leaves a relatively large area to be traversed and a

vast network of cities to be established.

What leads 'an inhabitant of one region to re-locate in another? Firstly,

dissatisfaction and uncertainty in the region in which he lives. Difficult

climate conditions and the lack of job security together with the difficulty

of owning land and the rigor of pre-capit.alist work conditions in the country-

side constitute common mobilization factors. As the Brazilian author Antönio

Candido de Mello e Souza states, "when the poor manual laborer feels the

unbearable pressure of poverty, he does not revolt; he re-locates ". This.

phenomenon would be unrealistic in a cinall country or an island, but in a

country the size of Brazil, it is a viable alternative.

Besides being aware of the large stretches of contiguous land available, the

immigrant is aware that he could have a better life in another place when

local conditions appear impossible. Radio and television have had great influence

in creating an attractive image for the South in general and for São Paulo in

particular.

Th capital of São Paulo grows more slowly than the ni.niicipalities on the

periphery of the metropolitan area. One of the consequences of ininigration to São



Paulo was an increase in adult population, contributing to higher productivit:

and, indirectly, to accelerated migration.

What sort of work does the population of Greater São Paulo do? According to.

the 1980 census, the economically active population of 8,493,226 inhabitants

has .3% in rural activities , 41.13% in industrial activIties, 22.3% in

services and 12.09% in comerce. This area has the highest employment rate

of any large Brazilian center. However, from 1980 on,the recession brought

on by the former federal govermnent caused high unemployment, esthiiated at

18% . The national capital of employment became the national capital of

unemployment. Although this year some rates have begun to rise, the

impoverishment of the population is a docunented fact.

In these circumstances, what do all these lmidgrants hope to find in São

Paulo? And to what point are their dreams realized? A recent study indicates

three principal factors which attract people to São Paulo: job opportunities,

public health services, and better school systems.

These are the objective expectations, linked to survival: and the possibility

of " improving life ". At the same time, mass media portray the image of the

Marvelous South and mainly São Paulo as a modern metropolis where all

one 's dreams can come true - skyscrapers, cars, cigarettes, machines, a

life full of pleasant surprises , brilliant mechanisms, comfort. Television

offers consuner products and gives them a sensual, if not erotic, connotation

All these ingredients form a concept of lifestyle. For the imigrant, living

this lifestyle becomes his goal; job opportunities and profit must be taken

advantage of . The iimnigrant believes that only courage, agressiveness, and

tenacity are necessary to realize his dreams. However, this lifestyle implies

a strong dose of individnnl ism, a characteristic that results in a loss of

fellowship and caiinimity interest. Unfortunately, this is a typical situatior

in a metropolis.

This individual manner of urban conquest frequently results in ininiimnn

interest for public issues and in an abusive exploitation of land and

property. Nevertheless, it is essential to note the large ntnnber of

neighborhood associations, corporate associations, and social movements

- that have appeared in the last decades, perhaps as a civilian society'S

answer to goverrmnt repression and authoritarianism. These organizations,

very visible in the current stage of redenocratization, have a close
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relationship to and compete with the political parties in the' search for

better representation for public anxieties and for participation in

government decisions.

Real estate speculation was not the result only of a few capitalists' hunger

for profit; it was allowed - when not directly encouraged - by the absence

of adequate legislation. It is frequently applauded by a population which

on a small scale often experienced " growing rich while the city grows ".

Land was purchased and held in wait for inroved public works. Inflation and

natural growth also contributed to the great appreciation of real estate.

The iiiinigrant is a " conqueror " and his urbanization represents an indivi&_.L

conquest of opportunities, consumer goods, and land. As Lefevre , " the

city is a place of consi.miers and a consumer of places ". This arduous

individual conquest is responsible for the dynamic urban life which exists

in São Paulo. However, during all this adventure of conquest, the ininigrant

remains fearful that he will be forced to return to his former life or that

his dreams will be frustrated. He grabs the first possible job in order to gain

security and the certainty that he will not be forced to leave São Paulo.

Even so, his last desire for security remains; to be the owner of his own

home, that is, to be the owner of a piece of this coveted land. To the

ininigrant, owning a home represents being a land owner, a well-known symbol

of security. The profitable coninercial activity, of slicing up and selling

the land arose to meet this dnand, marking the beginning of environmental

impacts on the urban enviromnt causei by deve1optnt.

So while on the one hand, the economic system in effect creates conditions

and rules for urban land use, on the other hand, the expectations of the

imigrant conqueror also contribute to agressive urban dynamics, whether in
interpersonal relationships or in relationships with the environment.

Resulting Environment Impact

What has been the environmental impact of this process of growth in a metropoli

such as São Paulo? Eight environmental impacts will be considered: deforestatioi

erosion, flooding, pollution of the " home ", water pollution, air pollution,

sound pollution, and the' loss of valuable landscapes and monuments.
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The first bipact to be considered is deforestation. state of So Paulo

! tains only 3% of its original forests, aid its capital city caused

massive ravages. abserce of urbanization i mtil the middle of this

century aid the tardy aearar (1976) of protective legislation for water

flowing in the netropolitan area allQwed the legal aid irdiscritninate

destruction of trees. Until 1975 the ratio of green areas to inhabitants in

the capita]. was 1.8 m2 p persa. In 1970 because of the irrporation of
n pthlic green areas, tht ratio rose to 2.1 ra
of a large tract of lard to be used as a fure park caused this index to

reach 3.8 in2 per person by 1984 In the neantitne, thrnrerab1e pthlic squares,

existing legally on paper bit not yet estab1is, ded up being invaded by

shantytowns, which ware on the rise as a result of high wetloynent caused
by the recession. 1t new ?ster Plan for Greater So Paulo (Piano Diretor)

in 1985 proposed.an increase of the index to 6.9 in2 pr by the year

2000 thrigh the creation of, aiig other things, six new parks.

Nevertheless, it is not sble to quantify this erivironnital inpct. }z

niid green area is zessaxy for each inhabitant aid why? The U.N. pararieters
- i in2 per person - are wçirical and e never related to specifics about

wa.U-bèing, physical aid marital health, ygen levels, aid so on. It is

suicx,s'ed that green areas stitute positive values aid that 15-20% of the

lard be allocated for then. It is a caut.1is aid walcxne rv'ri'.But if these
areas are not prepared, planted, ard maintained aid there are no waways,

beches or sufficient jllijninaticn, - that is, if the areas are not used - thei
value as an urban elenent that the q'illty of life will be reduced.

y will nerely exist as poteiitial piMir space which, deperding on scci1
aid r,olitical pressures, cou].d be designated for habitation aid cease to be

green areas.

rth of iban green areas is clearly a cultural value; it cannot

have the s significai In a snaIl village In the itiM1e of the African

jungle that it has in New York or Skt Paulo. 1*at is the city 11ers'

perception of the prcölen? *isewjves' resistai to hana gardens jS fd

all along the perjphey, either bece the lots are too snail or because

the "i are figtng the dust that invades their hanes. Groves of trees,

gardens, and wildfls are all perceived as having positive valn as long

as they are pthl 1c aid far away. Wax or paper f1s or flowered tiles are
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all that is a.11 inside the 1oise.

£Ln situation has been gradually nrdifiad in the past few 'ears as a result

of policies giving mre $alue to the resrces of physical space within a
city for private and cattanity gardens. £L great iunber of ecological and

conservationist grips and the dispersal of their ideas by the Irss

have also helpad alter concepts. intense planting of shrubs, flers,

and trees alg strets during the present ministration has contribitad

to a greater aeciation of green areas. Nonetheless, are far £.iu a

pradaninant view of +hir having real iuçortance in urban settings.

I am unaware of research on Latin kErica city dwellers' perception of

green areas. refore, I will limit myself to a few hypotheses. In the first

place, for the poor iitinigrant, the image of ncdernity is asphalt, anti-green.

Trees and land ar the "uncleanliness" of his past, the past he rejectad

when he ncved to an urban area. In the seocz place, during the phase of

Lirean colonization in &azil, civil i2ation and culture signifiad victory

over the jung1e,l of the en': snakes, insects, and Indians. Civilization

signifiad felling trees In the third place, the awareness of the rth of

green areas has reaçears only r in the nasure that society becczns ucre

urban, ltering and destroying the ecosystn.

envirorixntal lziact of deforestation and urban aridity had to reach

sericus extrs in order for the probln of this loss in the qul-ity of life

to beccz widely perceivad.

The Master Plan For Greater So Paulo (Plano Diretor ) develad in 1984-85

clearly identtfies the envirzerrtal problws present: fT xs, poor ia I (ty

of air, and erosion. It adds airther factor as wall: teeratire. It has been

proven that increases in tatiperature which reach differences of up to 39 in

certain neighbothods occur as a result of widespread paving, the absence of

vegetation, and the heavily ccngestad traffic.

seca type of envirntal iiact stemning £u urbanization is erosion.

Dividing up land into lots and s'l1ing than was the biggest 1*isiness in the

city. stant datand, guarant by rnigration and the availability of
lard, has caus the city to spread ni.ich like an oil stain, filling in areas
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arc,ind already establis1 structureS .IbWever, as the city grew, the dirt costs
of trnsportation aid the irdirect onus of the lack of equipint aid infrastrrture
causad the price of lard to vary greatly. The market value is rt intrinsic to the

lard; it depeids on the location aid the prof it that can be made by b.iilding
sathing on that lard. proximity of transportation, jths, aid services
causad the price of lots to increase so iiich that the poorer popilation has been

- further aid further away aid the lard has been ivFed into nal1er aid
smaller lots.

conflict ncg riremnts of a miniui.m size for lots, the high denaid for lai
aid the possibility of making an easy of it D1ght abxLt the proliferation of
clarx3estine lard transactions. Tse divide up urban lard witit any concern for
the entrapt of rain water, wit1it any accurate doctzttation, aid wtt1t
any infrastructure - a locrative venture that quickly prourides poor jners with
niiniscule lots in danerous caditions aid with r physical or legal guarantees.

It is a b2siness which loits the riø aid the igrance of the poor aid devc*rs

urban lard.

Thi clardestine way of dividing aid ut414'ing the laid makes it difficult, if

riossible, for the numicipal git to keep up with urban expansion.
stts do 0r*t have curbs, gutters, drainage systess, or pavt. ins open
fuxzs, carry away soil, clog existing pipelines, aid c 1!L1dS1ids aid floods.

In 1984 the 1'ster Plan for Greater S Paulo (Piano Diretor) point cxit that

6,348 Jcn of reads, 45%, re to be paved. present govemt has managed
to pave 1,097 Ion in thirty ths thrc*gh the use of iinity k gangs.

Urban regions 'dst where it is de bcrtant to forbid revai of plant cover.
division into lots, aid castruction because if these e afl, the caDbinati
of steep sloping, heavy rainfall, aid soil fragility ild inevitably cause
severe erosion aid flooding.

In the ease of So Pailo, the third envirmiental inpact is flooding. (ily 23%
of the 1,552 Ion of waterways are channeled; the rest have protected banks whic
are subject to cave-ins. re are 420 locations where flooding occurs regularly,

affecting to sune degree the 15,000 Irec aid b.iildings, suna castructed iegall
aid others not, that are fd near these waterways.
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Unfortunately arx3 inadvisably, iiny p1e settlad along the rivers in sk
Paulo. se rivers are slow ard itearde.ring sixe they are near their sources.

After 1950, sa watercourses ware chanrielad during the process of urbanization
ard this alterad the flow of the Tietê River, the major stre of the region.

Along with this gradual change in the river's flow, until the present

inistratiDn took charge,it was stardard practice to pave nt.h of these river
valley settln&its. This caus a loss in the lard 's absorption capacity aid

further alterad the natural hydrologic systen. present a&ninistratiori

has begun to niiy this situation aid inteids to establish park areas along -

the river valleys.

fourth envizor!rntaJ. inact, "1re" pollution,is relatad to flooding. Th'
is the pollution of the lard on which people live by the people theelves.

Since the ininiscule lots previously ôerib rarely have systens of pipad
water or sewage, the owners dig walls aid cesspools which are often so close
together that the wail is inevitably conteninatad by the cesspool. This

situation bece so grave in So Paulo in 1975 - 76 that a large cairaign to
close down the 11 was dertaken; 20,000 daestic Iok-iips to the piblic
water systan ware made each zth for fourteen xnths. ly because of the

canaign was this potenttfly disastrous piblic health prQbln controllad.

Infant ncrtality, in large part a result of containirkatad private walls,
decrea sad in So Paulo fran 103 per t1.azaxd inhabitants to 62 per t1xisath
in the period of January 1976 to January 1978. In 1980, this decreasad to
52 per t1risard due to ri tiona]. sanitation works aid to the struction
of piblic health clinics aid day care centers. The recession aid the resu1tat
increase in vty, however, brought about a rise in infant ncrtality in
1983-84 which the present state governt has inanagad to bring down to 38 per
tisaid this ar.

fifth envirortal inact is water pollution. So Paulo's sewage systan

can never keep i with the city's growth rate. When the ancient nan netI
of having a central sewage deposit is usad, it bexes trly difficult for
the systan to acoazany any pcpi1ati growth bey the vegetative. In So
Paulo, only 45% of daxestic sewage is collectad by the present central systen.
Of this, 4.5% is treatad, bit only in a very basic way; the treatad water

releasad is still. considerad pollutad. The rest of the sewage, incling that
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fran hospitals, flows into the 1,200 lcn of waterurses, chaze1ed or not, witil
it reaches the larger rivers (the Tarnarxivatei, the 'riet&, ar the Pinheiros) which
at eserit are open-air ss - rivers withait oxygen that danard ininadiate
ard drastic Overhaulirl? in order to prevent a further inii1ati of pollutants
which could, in fifteen years, cause such a diininis flow of the rivers during
droughts that it ild be rcessary to xa1etely ovr the river surface, in
effect birying it.

It wc*i.1.d be sler if [ could verify that urban water pollution originates
only £in irdustries, for than the bizden of treataent or re-location ld rest
with tln ard the &wirorstal prctlan i1d be solved ver, althaagh
çr1!c has measured ard this established the n1t ard location of irdustrial
water pollution, there renains the "river death " oug1t abc*rt by "
pollution", a direct result of the d.sting corditions ard rapid growth of the
metropolitan area.

enviroru tal damage can by deficiencies in the sage system is very .seric
although it passes imrcticed by the residents of neighborhoods serviced by this
system. Tt solution does not depi solely on furxilng ard pibllc rks; it is
the expensive ard inaduate tethlogy being used which needs to be qiestixed.
Stile deve)%oped cJL1tries, which have only residual deficiencies, could ixt consid
rving the entire system, Third brld countries, which are virtually starting
L.iu scratch, sld investigate tacIlogy r available for

decentralized biological treatment,
gtic engineering ard the possibility of developing bacteria to parify wastes
dece.nt112ed bio-energy stations, ard
r designs for stic tanks.

sixth envirorntal inact is air pollution. It is pru by fair graips
of pollutants: particulate matter, sulnar dioxide, carbon id.de, ard

x,tocInica1 oxidants. 1y pollution emission in Greater São Paulo is .the
following: 500 tons of particulate matter, 70% Liau irdustries; 900 tons of sulki
dioxide, 90% f.Lan fuel nbistia; 5,000 tons of carfi icno,d.de, 90% £L..ILL

vehicular traffic ; 750 tons of hydrocarbons, 70% fran vehicular traffic ard
15% !iiu irdustries; ard 400 tens of hydrogen dioxide, 80% £n vehicular traffic -
Fifty-three lzdustries are responsible for 87.9% of the particulate matter pollut

problem of vehicular traffic, which was responsible for adinate1y ha.l.f of



the air pollution,WaS substantially reduced when 25% of the passenger vehicles

switched fran gasoline to a1co1 fuel. In 1984 the total nter of vehicles

circulating in Säo Paulo was 2,189,764.

has wgericy plans for warnings and sIat-dins of traffic fli, but the

pollution levels which u1d denand these energe.ncy actions have not yet been

reached. It is obvious that these precautions are no solution to the prob1n.

In the winter, when rains stop and winds decrease, Sao Paulo is covered by a

h blanket of iog, canpris& of diverse air pollutants, which causes

eye irritations, coughs, and general physical discanfort. situation,

ver, has not rse.
erwirorurental 1act cited above reveal sana of the rxxcious effects of

iiistrialization; nonetheless, they also sI that industry is not the sole

culprit of asults on the envircrirnant.

seventh envircn'nenta]. impact is sound pollution. Urban noise has increased

since the Industrial vo1ution due to the intructon of machines and

vehicles and the increased popilation density. An interesting experimant

done at a North Amarican university in which the auditory acuity of the
population has been maasured for nore than one hundred years reveals that

this acuity is constantly decreasing. Man defends himself fran increasing

noise levels by gradually becxzning de9f. It may be too early to draw calusions,

bt it is undeniable that in the last b or three generations, popular

nusic has becane ler. Mvanced technology in sound-riucing eguipnt
has made young p&le today accusta to " hearing "music at decibel levels

far above what their parents or grandparents ware accustai to.

The psychological and cultal bct of sound pollution should not be
belittled; the tympanic mathzane in the zrnrd1e ear becars used to prolonged

hi-volna so levels and is no longer able to "hear" the rustling of

a leaf or a ni.ed xd. ?eove.r, in an enviramt so baxazded with
noise, there is no way to talk, and in a society barbarbed with ness

imication, talk is vital to insize the foiation of free opinion. And

)ri do wa substitute silence, so necessary to city a,iellers, in tinES of
concentration or introspaction ?
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Finally, the eighth anvixuutal 1zrpwt caused by t banizati is the destntic
of cultural values. We have sei that urbanizatii alters the natural site
and it into a cultural or urban anvirut. As it grs, the
urban viriut itself is altered by the substitutiai of ae building
for another, by the change in use and ftia of a deterxnined building,
or by the razing of buildings as a neans to qi iare piblic space.

Histy has gii us ittant exanples of these urban ansfci"iir.tias.
They aear to have b possible and gradual wh the grth rates did not
eas3.e 4-5% per year. But tic the rates reath tç to 10% per year, as
haçis in Sio Paulo ot1 large latin Aiican cities, the city

explores: it not Qily is, it re-creates itself. tii the grcQth rate
is high, the lack of roadways, espec4-lly paved roadways, increases, as does
the lack of all càiçxnents in the infrastrte. high ouiiircial value
of certain urban areas st Zu the Thrdtatias of the 1nfrastructhe
and justifies, fran a capi1ll et point of vie,,, the irlitiai of a trnty
storey building to pit in its place ae with forty storeys. The greed
itwol'ved in real estate transactias, supported by the nic systeie and
the gring deiexxl, ng about urban self-caszpticn; in Säo Paulo, a city

in 1554, it is difficult to find ev half a doze buildings dating
fr the last cetury arid feri that date fran before 1930.

cultLwal value in its widest seise does not apply aily to a bii1irig with
historical or aesthetic value, but also to strtrbires that have special

significance to sa social group, landuerks whid are sites of caiiurity
tivities thich s& to stregti the baids bebiean pecle arid the

urban eivirait.

A Ixtography itest arid ethibit was held In 1977 that allad citizes of
the State of So Paulo to identify thjects of cultural value in their

ci$4 s iich they wished to preserve. selectia incld old buildings,
stairways, alleys, uanits, tr, and lTp po5ts. later, in 1984-85, an

inveitory of these thjacts for the North and st Za,es of the micipa1ity
of Sio Paulo was xIL4 led. Alth4i this was tarried out by specialists
fran the Ministry of Planning, the dacisiors ware by the general pb1ic.

ctzreit adzninistratiai has sought to guarantee the preservatiai of suth
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lardinarks by classifying tn and by allzing their intrinsic valus to
increase the ccitucial valt of sroiding land.

Similarly, an inventory of all siificant vegetati in Sio Paulo was
olLJleted and ni needs to be protected by 1egiSiatiQ which will also
alla, the irercial valus of surring land to rise.

The destiai of landscapes, Irniunents, and landmarks cstitutss a

serious envirauenta1 impact a uetroxlis, especially when half of its

inhabitants re not born there, as is the case of Sio Paulo . The net.lis
cannot tzctiai a a day to day basis as a whole; a certain grouping of
eits which make up the usual, 4ly, fazuil ir envirmt of each
pers rm.st be identified. There are many possible ccz'tinatiais of these
elnents, but each persou pits tether his groing depending to a
large extent his individn 1 feelings about what cstitutes his "space".
This balance beten the individual and the space he oupies is an important
factor in the quality of life. *

In suniy, in the Third World, the aiai of a rapidly grazing netLoolis
causes tzviirable envirital caditias. In the case of So Paulo, people

live in a sprawling city which' is noisy, polluted, has dangerous levels of
pblic health, and oe little to preserve cultmal Landmarks. P those
residents in a high incara bracket, the ndern aspects of living in Säo Pauk
carçensate for sar of the loss in qnllty of life. But for those residents
in li inoare brackets - for those, living in poverty in areas plag
by floods, whose chil&en are subject to pollutiai - related diseases, -

the envirounental impacts of tbanizatiai rsen a ccxditiort which is already
precarious dusi .mfair distributiou of alth and opporthni*tzies.

Since there is ni a reasaable awareness of the gravity of the prlxe, this
situatiai is being ccnfraited. The n Master Plan ( Piano Diretor) correctly

analy?as the risks and proposes a strategy of actiai, the implrentatiai
of which depends a poUtil factors.
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